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The Who and Pop Art: the simple things you see are all complicated  

 

Abstract 

 

The essay investigates the connections between The Who and Pop Art. It 

uses L;┘ヴWﾐIW Aﾉﾉﾗ┘;┞げゲ W┝ヮ;ﾐゲｷ┗W IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa Pop Art, which he defines as a 

correspondence along a continuum between the commercial and the fine 

arts. The Who, I argue, exemplify this process of connectivity between the 

low and the high. The analysis focuses on the contradiction in the received 

wisdom that the band did little more than willfully exploit Pop Art imagery 

and the counter-idea that they were significant innovators within a form that 

had otherwise become limited in scope and ambition. Key questions are 

asked about authenticity and appropriation, race and pop, and art and sonic 

dissonance. The central object of the enquiry is the H;ﾐSげゲ SWH┌デ ;ﾉH┌ﾏが My 

Generation, and a handful of 45s released in 1965-66.  

 

 

 

さWe stand for pop-art clothes, pop-art music, and pop-;ヴデ HWｴ;┗ｷﾗヴがざ said Pete 

Townshend in 1965 of his band, The Who, さWe donげデ change offstage. We live pop-

art.ざ1 Explaining this alignment, their managemWﾐデ デﾗﾉS ﾃﾗ┌ヴﾐ;ﾉｷゲデゲ デｴ;デ デｴW┞ さwanted 

a whole new scene going. We knew pop art could swing it.ざ2 The association, they 

admitted, was no more than an expedient act of exploitation intended to give The 

Who an edge in an overcrowded market.  Whatever cultural capital Pop Art could 

provide for the band in 1965, their aspirations were not limited to a seizure of its 

iconography and doctrines. There was more at stake than a simple plundering of Pop 

Art concepts and images. I argue The Who made a significant, if unacknowledged, 
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contribution to Pop Art, by expanding a form that had become limited in scope and 

moribund in ambition.  

Popular music histories and biographies of the band commonly note the 

correspondence between the band and Pop Art, but this connection is rarely 

considered in detail. Identified as a detour on the road to Tommy (1969) and 

greatness, the Pop Art connection is usually quickly glossed over. In these contexts, 

Pop Art is mentioned as an aspect of Pete Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐSげゲ ;ヴデ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ WS┌I;デｷﾗﾐ, as a 

visual and sonic embellishment of TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ act, or as a faddish extension of their 

mod lifestyle. Given that popular music is far outside ;ヴデ ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞げゲ core repertoire, it 

is not hard to understand why the band have been roundly ignored by the 

discipline.3 TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ Pop Art intervention takes place outside the gallery and is 

therefore aligned in art history with other low forms, ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW a;ゲｴｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐS┌ゲデヴ┞げs 

appropriation ﾗa BヴｷSｪWデ ‘ｷﾉW┞ゲげ art and cinematic forays into the form in 1966 by 

Michelangelo Antonioni (Blow-Up) or Joseph Losey (Modesty Blaise).  

If the primary focus is the art object rather than the process involved in 

making art, then The Who have little to offer histories of Pop. Viewing The Who from 

an elevated perspective of the aｷﾐW ;ヴデげゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴiation of commercial art forms will 

also render the band invisible. If the perspective is reversed, shifting to how the 

commercial arts respond to aｷﾐW ;ヴデげゲ Iﾗﾏｷngling with lower forms, then The Who 

become significant protagonists within a Pop Art history.  

Lawrence Allowayげゲ theory of an さexpansive Pop Artざ informs my analysis of 

The Who, which considers their debut album, My Generation, a handful of 45s 

released in 1965, and culminates ┘ｷデｴ さSubstituteざ recorded in the Spring of the 

following year. Aﾉﾉﾗ┘;┞げゲ ┌ﾐｷケ┌W ｷﾐデWヴ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ;ヴデ デｴWﾗヴ┞ ┘;ゲ through his 
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conception of the correspondence between the fine and the commercial arts as a 

continuum rather than a hierarchy. As an art form, movement, practice and 

category, Pop Art originated in England and received initial public exposure by 

Alloway when the term first appeared in print under his by-line in 1958. He had 

debated the topic throughout the 1950s with other members of the Independent 

Group (IG) に an informal collective of artists and critics who met in London at the 

Institute of Contemporary Arts. These creative and intellectual collaborations 

reached a creative mass in the autumn of 1956 with the exhibition This is Tomorrow, 

which put many of their ideas into practice and on public view.  

In January 1957, Richard Hamilton suggested to fellow IG members Peter and 

Allison Smithson that they mounデ ;ﾐﾗデｴWヴ ゲｴﾗ┘が ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW さhighly disciplined 

and unified in conception as this one was chaotic.ざ The basis of the planned 

exhibition would comply with the characteristics of Pop Art, which he defines as 

follows: 

Popular (designed for a mass audience) 

Transient (short-term solution) 

Expendable (easily forgotten) 

Low cost 

Mass produced 

Young (aimed at youth) 

Witty 

Sexy 

Gimmicky 

Glamorous 
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Big business 4 

Capturing the key elements of Pop Art adroitly and economically, H;ﾏｷﾉデﾗﾐげゲ 

definition was prescient. 10 years later the term had become widespread, describing 

a diverse range of contemporary art and design practices and products. By the late 

1960s, tｴW デWヴﾏげゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ヮWヴ┗;ゲｷ┗WﾐWゲゲ suggested to Alloway that there was a pressing 

need to account for its history.5 

Alloway argued that Pop Art had gone through three overlapping but distinct 

phases by the mid-1960s. In the late 1950s, he and his さ;ヴデ-ﾗヴｷWﾐデWSざ colleagues in 

the IG were using the term interchangeably with Pop Culture in an effort to extend 

さesthetic attention to the mass mediaざ and explain the absorption of commercial 

material さwithin the context of fine art.ざ6 At this juncture, Pop Art was an 

expansionist aesthetic that accounted for and worked with material culture on 

equivalent terms with the fine arts. While the two spheres were not 

indistinguishable from one another, they were held to be of equal interest. In its 

ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ aﾗヴﾏが さヮｴ;ゲW ヱ,ざ as Alloway called it, Pop Art さwas a polemic against elite 

views of art in which uniqueness is a metaphor of the aristocratic and contemplation 

the only proper response to art.ざ7 He was arguing for a conception of a Fine Art/Pop 

Art continuum while presenting a fulsome debunking of art criticism that is 

predicated on a pyramid of taste. 

 Phase 2 took place in 1961-64 and referred to さart that included a reference 

to mass-media sources.ざ This is the period in which Warhol and Lichtenstein play a 

defining role and are themselves defined. It is in this phase that Pop Art emerges as a 

movement alongside thW aｷｪ┌ヴW ﾗa デｴW さヮﾗヮ ;ヴデｷゲデ.ざ The term itself becomes 

compressed and maximized, which facilit;デWゲ さrapid diffusion.ざ More restrictive in its 
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meaning than the previous iteration, the expansionist dimension is here reduced to 

a set of formal properties. Pop Art さshrank to an iconography of signs and objects . . . 

a consolidation of formal procedures that are largely traditional.ざ8 

 With its popularization, Pﾗヮ Aヴデゲげ ゲデ;デ┌ゲ ;ゲ a movement was diminished and 

further dissipated through its ヮヴﾗﾉｷaｷI ;ヮヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐ デﾗ さfashion, films, interior 

decoration, toys, parties, and town planning.ざ9 Alloway uses the figure of Batman to 

illustrate the crossovers and connections made between the commercial arts and 

the fine arts in phase 3. 

It was originally a comic strip, and nothing else. In the early 1960s, Mel 

Ramos painted Batman subjects, in oil on canvas, which were shown in 

galleries and in 1963 at the Los Angeles County Museum. Bob Kane, creator 

of the strip, announced in 1966 that he had done a series of paintings in oils, 

but seems not to have known about Ramos . . . Then Batman hit TV and Bob 

Kane described thW ゲデ┞ﾉW ﾗa デｴW ゲWヴｷWゲ デﾗ ﾏW ;ゲ さVWヴ┞ Pﾗヮ Aヴデ.ざ The comic 

continues, of course . . . The point is that experiences of art and 

entertainment are not necessarily antagonistic and unrelated, but can be 

linked into a ring of different tastes and purposes. And, to quote from a 

ヴWIWﾐデ IﾗﾏｷI Hﾗﾗﾆぎ さAt the Gotham City Museum, Bruce Wayne, Millionaire 

Sportsman and Playboy, and his young ward Dick Grayson, attend a 

sensational けPﾗヮげ Art Show. . .ざ10 

Allﾗ┘;┞げゲ ﾏﾗデｷ┗;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ ヮヴﾗS┌Iｷﾐｪ this ゲｴﾗヴデ ゲﾆWデIｴ ﾗa Pﾗヮ Aヴデげゲ ﾏﾗHｷﾉｷデ┞ ┘;ゲ デﾗ 

demonstrate the resistance the establishment showed in the face of his call for a 

non-hierarchical definition of art. He argues for a speculative rather than a 
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contemplative aesthetic, which was needed if the art critic was to engage with an 

inclusive culture as encountered in the first and third phases of Pop.  

 Pop artists are as mobile as their subject, and Warhol, in particular, did not 

remain aｷ┝;デWS ﾗﾐ Pﾗヮげゲ aﾗヴﾏ;ﾉ ヮヴﾗヮWヴデｷWゲく TｴW IﾗﾏｷI ゲデヴｷヮ ｷIﾗﾐﾗｪヴ;ヮｴ┞ ﾗa ゲﾗﾏW ﾗa 

his early paintings that featured Dick Tracy and Batman, among others, was left 

behind in his films and installations that culminated with the multimedia experience 

the Exploding Plastic Inevitable in 1966-67. Warhol though remained adept at 

slumming with the vulgar arts. He knowingly appeared in a 1967 photo-spread for 

Esquire magazine dresseS ;ゲ B;デﾏ;ﾐげゲ ゲｷSWﾆｷIﾆ ‘ﾗHｷﾐが with Nico playing the Caped 

Crusader. This camp send-up of his status as pop artist, and exploitation of the 

revived popularity of Batman (driven by the launch of the TV series in 1966), was a 

mirror image of a 1966 episode from the series, which presented a new villain, 

Progress Pigment. Described as さthe king of pop art and apostle of its cultureがざ the 

master criminal was clearly based on Warholげゲ ヮ┌HﾉｷI ヮWヴゲﾗﾐ;く11 

 The figure of Batman has proved to be extraordinarily adaptable to a range of 

media formats, including television, radio, film, digital gaming and music. The vehicle 

for the latter was via the TV seriesげ theme tune, composed by Neil Hefti and 

performed by Nelson Riddle. Numerous cover versions followed, from Jan & Dean, 

Link Wray, the Marketts, the Standells, the Ventures, moonlighting members of the 

Sun Ra Arkestra, and The Who, among many others. These discs were all released in 

1966 and were accompanied by scores of similarly themed tunes, such as さThe 

Ballad of Batmanざ by the perfectly named, the Camps, the Spotﾉｷｪｴデゲげ さBatman and 

Robin,ざ DｷIﾆｷW GﾗﾗSﾏ;ﾐげゲ さBatman and His Grandmother,ざ and さBatarangざ by the 

Memphis studio group the Avengers. While all are blatant exploitations of the TV 
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seriesげ success, commercially motivated with maximum financial return in mind, The 

Wｴﾗげゲ involvement stands apart, not because their version is distinct, or because 

commercial imperatives were of little regard, but because they were part of a 

broader group of artists who punctured and fractured the boundary walls that 

separate the fine arts from the commercial arts.  

Graphic designer Pearce Marchbank recalls how strongly The Who impacted 

on his consciousness in 1964/5, due in good part to the continuities and 

correspondences he found between the group and the fine arts.  

There were fantastic art exhibitions in London . . . In 1964 there was this 

great big show called the Gulbenkian and there was the 54-64 at the Tate, 

which had a whole room full of American pop art: Rauschenberg, Jasper 

Johns, targets and flags and what have you.12 Then you drift off to see The 

Wｴﾗ ;ﾐS ┞ﾗ┌げS ヮ┌デ デ┘ﾗ ;ﾐS デ┘ﾗ デﾗｪWデｴWヴく TｴWヴW ゲWWﾏWS デﾗ HW ; SｷヴWIデ ﾉｷﾐW 

between what was on at the Tate and what was on at the Marquee. Listen to 

デｴW aｷヴゲデ IｴﾗヴSゲ ﾗa さI C;ﾐげデ E┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐざ by The Who. One of the best openings of 

;ﾐ┞ ヮﾗヮ ゲﾗﾐｪ ┘ヴｷデデWﾐ ;ﾐS ｷデげゲ ;Hゲﾗﾉ┌デWﾉ┞ IﾉW;ﾐ ;ﾐS IﾗﾐIｷゲWが ﾃ┌ゲデ ﾉｷﾆW ┘ｴ;デ デｴW┞ 

wore on stage . . . tight and clean, like the look of the catalogues at the 

Robert Fraser Gallery.13 

M;ヴIｴH;ﾐﾆげゲ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐゲ ヮWヴaWIデﾉ┞ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲデヴ;デW Allow;┞げゲ Pﾗヮ AヴデっFｷﾐW Art continuum. 

  TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ゲWIﾗﾐS ヴヵが さAnyway Anyhow Anywhere,ざ released in May 1965, 

was promoted with the tag さA Pop-Art group with a Pop-Aヴデ ゲﾗ┌ﾐS く く く Pﾗ┘ぁ Dﾗﾐげデ 

walk run to your nearest record player.ざ This was the first public move by the band 

and its hip management to drop their identification with Mod subculture and realign 

themselves as avant-gardists in the field of pop music. With every release by the 
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Beatles, Stones, Yardbirds and Kinks, the pop scene in 1965 was being actively 

remade and remodelled. The Who were late arrivals to the new pop culture party, as 

they also came late to the table of Pop Art. Like their immersion in Mod subculture 

in 1964, Pop Art had a role to play in defining The Who as distinctive in an 

overcrowded and highly contested field.  

During the Spring and Summer of 1965, デｴW H;ﾐSげゲ ﾏﾗ┌デｴヮｷWIWが Pete 

Townshend, re-enforced the identification with Pop Art to the point of redundancy. 

One magazine article after another repeated his mantra on the topic, such as this 

clip from Boyfriend: 

The Who are everything that is 1965 to their wild, pushing audiences. You 

may think their music phony or gimmicky, but it is no more that way than the 

action painters who sling their materials violently on to the canvas instead of 

using neat perfect strokes and a pallet. One is wild, like The Who are wild, 

propelling into their drums, guitars and voices, the feel of the buildings, the 

jets flying over them, the cars roaring along the new motorway. And they call 

this pop art music because the sounds are not purely musical, but full of the 

noises of the streets and lives around them.14 

さFrom valueless objects - a guitar, a microphone, a hackneyed pop tune, we extract a 

new value.ざ said Townshend in a 1966, さWe take objects with one function and give 

them another.ざ15 The art historian, Thomas Crow has called such processes the 

さsubcultural transformation of the commodity.ざ The process is improvisational, 

activist and inventive.16 TｴW Wｴﾗ aｷデ Cヴﾗ┘げゲ ゲIｴWﾏ;, but they are also hopping a ride 

on an established trend. At this stage, their Pop Art is defined as an expression of 

Aﾉﾉﾗ┘;┞げゲ expansionist phase 3. Townshend has little new to say about Pop Art, but 
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his rhetorical stance is utterly novel within pop music cultures. Lennon and 

McCartney, Jagger and Richards, and Ray Davis would recognize the moves The Who 

were making, but none of them presented their music in such an overtly theorized 

manner. Never shy about offering explanations for TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ;Iデｷﾗﾐs and music, 

Townshend said, Pﾗヮ Aヴデ さis re-presenting something the public is familiar with, in a 

different form . . . Like clothes. Union Jacks are supposed to be flown. We have a 

jacket made of one. Keith Moon, our drummer, has a jersey with the RAF insignia on 

it. I have a white jacket covered in medals.ざ17 For Townshend, Pop Art in this 

instance is about the presentation of self through co-opting the symbols of authority 

(flags, insignia, medals) . This iconoclasm creates a pose that is nonconformist, 

insolent and disrespectful, just lｷﾆW デｴW ゲｷﾐｪﾉWが さM┞ GWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ.ざ He defines that 

record as さreally pop-art. I wrote it with that intention. Not only is the number pop-

;ヴデが デｴW ﾉ┞ヴｷIゲ ;ヴW け┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪ ;ﾐS ヴWHWﾉﾉｷﾗ┌ゲ.げ Iデげゲ ;ﾐデｷ ﾏｷSSﾉW-age, anti boss-class and anti-

young marrieds!ざ18 

In the introduction to Revolt into Style, the musician and journalist, George 

Melly consciously follows the lines set down by Alloway and his IG colleagues and 

argues for an account of pop culture that is neither obsequious to tradition or 

meekly subservient in the face of aristocratic rituals of discrimination. By focusing on 

the commercial arts, Melly emphasizes デｴW さﾐﾗﾐ-ﾉｷデWヴ;ヴ┞ざ aspects of contemporary 

culture, which suggests a さrejection of an educational structure in which social origin 

is revealed through the manner of verbal communication.ざ  The effect of this stance 

is to emphasize the importance of class politics as a defining principle in the British 

version of Pop Art.19 It was the class-based and gendered aspect of popular culture 

that the New Statesman columnist, Paul Johnston, in 1964 callsが さBW;デﾉｷゲﾏ,ざ which 
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he, like so many others, found distasteful. Johnson considers the vulgar arts to be 

さ;ﾐデｷ-I┌ﾉデ┌ヴWざ and he despairs at how leaders in government and society were now 

in thrall to the voices of the young. At age 16, Johnson recalls, he and his friends 

were reading Shakespeare, writing poems and listening to Beethoven.20 

Aゲ HWaｷデゲ デｴW BW;デﾉWゲげ standing, Melly gives them a central role in his narrative 

of revolt from convention, nonetheless, The Who play their part. He proposes that 

the band have an intellectual coherence that conflicts with their mannered 

exploitation of Pop Art. In the interview with Townshend, he poses a question about 

デｴW H;ﾐSげゲ ┌ゲW ﾗa the Pop Art tag, asking whether it was anything more than pure 

exploitationい Iデ ┘;ゲ さa bit of a gimmick,ざ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐS ヴWヮﾉｷWゲが さbut we felt it was 

necessary to bring colour to [our] image, to stop us looking too sinister, too drab and 

over-intense. Actually though there was something in it, because pop art borrowed 

aヴﾗﾏ ヴW;ﾉ ヮﾗヮ ;ﾐS ┘WげヴW デ;ﾆｷﾐｪ ｷデ H;Iﾆ ;ｪ;ｷﾐくざ21 Townshend positions himself as an 

imposter, co-opting Pop Art for self-serving ends, and as a provocateur に an artist 

who turns the world he is presented with back in on itself. The Wｴﾗげゲ voguish 

adherence to Pop Art principles are containedが ｷﾐ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐSげゲ デWヴﾏゲが within an 

authentic engagement with its doctrines, through a serious application of it tenets.  

The Wｴﾗげゲ first biographer, Gary Herman, configures London Mods as the 

advance guard of a postwar movement that gave youth a sense of self, which 

prioritized consumption over production. He argues デｴ;デ HWI;┌ゲW MﾗSゲ さno longer 

believed in the idea of work, but had to submit to the necessity of it, they were not 

passive consumers as their elders were.ざ22 This idea is most clearly articulated in 

┞ﾗ┌デｴげゲ SWゲｷヴW デﾗ ヮヴﾗS┌IW ﾗ┌デヴ;ｪW ｷﾐ ﾗデｴWヴゲ aﾗヴ ｷデゲ ﾗ┘ﾐ ゲ;ﾆW - to enact a rebellious 

stance.23 In support of his argument, he quotes TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ﾏ;ﾐ;ｪWヴ, Kit Lambert, on 
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the bandげゲ ヴWﾃWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; aｷ┝WS ;ﾐd accepted heritage, and that デｴWｷヴ さヴﾗﾗデﾉWゲゲﾐWゲゲざ 

should be considered as ; さnew form of crime aimed against the bourgeois.ざ24 This is 

L;ﾏHWヴデげゲ hyperbolic attempt to articulate the idea of the rock star as the 

personification of the rebel, the outlaw in our midst. For Townshend, however, the 

H;ﾐSげゲ ヴWHWﾉ ゲデ;ﾐIW ｷゲ デｴW ゲデ;ヴデ ﾐﾗデ デｴW WﾐS ﾗa デｴW ゲデﾗヴ┞ ｴW ┘;ﾐデゲ デﾗ デWﾉﾉ. 

PeoヮﾉW IﾗﾏW ┌ヮ デﾗ ﾏW ;ﾐS ;ゲﾆ ゲ;┞が さHﾗ┘ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ┞ﾗ┌ HヴW;ﾆ ; ｪ┌ｷデ;ヴいざ And 

sﾗﾏW aﾗﾗﾉ ｷﾐ デｴW BWW GWWゲ ゲ;ｷSが さYou wouldn't break a Stradivarius, would 

┞ﾗ┌いざ The anゲ┘Wヴ ｷゲ さOf course I ┘ﾗ┌ﾉSﾐろデ HヴW;ﾆ ; “デヴ;Sｷ┗;ヴｷ┌ゲがざ but a Gibson 

guitar that came off a production line - Fuck it! I can get a better one.25 

TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ lack of respect for mass-produced objects and refusal to conform to 

preexisting concepts of what constitutes a good performance, or a correctly 

balanced recording, is shaped as a rejection of tradition. The band evoke a culture of 

consumption that refuses the past, which assists their confrontation with a shared, 

formative and restrictive heritage. When identity can be bought in the high street, 

inheritance is devalued. Such activity is readily rendered as a revolt into 

Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏヮデｷﾗﾐ ふﾗヴ さゲデ┞ﾉWざ as Melly defines it), but it is an impotent action because, as 

with tradition, it is defined and contained by its own terms. The participant who 

thinks he or she can escape from one prison に tradition に via another に consumption 

に has gone nowhere at all. By violently turning on the object of desire, Townshend 

avoids this trap:  

さWW Sﾗﾐげデ ;ﾉﾉﾗ┘ ﾗ┌ヴ ｷﾐゲデヴ┌ﾏWﾐデs to stop us doing what we want,ざ ｴW 

ゲﾐWWヴWSく さWe smash our instruments, tear our clothes, and wreck everything. 

TｴW W┝ヮWﾐゲW Sﾗﾐげデ ┘ﾗヴヴ┞ ┌ゲ HWI;┌ゲW デｴ;デ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｪWデ between us and our 
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ﾏ┌ゲｷIく Ia I ゲデﾗﾗS ﾗﾐ ゲデ;ｪW ┘ﾗヴヴ┞ｷﾐｪ ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ヮヴｷIW ﾗa ; ｪ┌ｷデ;ヴが デｴWﾐ Iげﾏ ﾐﾗデ 

ヴW;ﾉﾉ┞ ヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪ ﾏ┌ゲｷIく Iげﾏ ｪWデデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ｷﾐ ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲくざ26 

The film director, Antonioni undoubtedly read The Whoげゲ ;Iデs of destruction in these 

terms. Unable to secure the services of the band, he featured the Yardbirds and had 

them ape The Who in a club scene in Blow-Up. Jeff Beck destroys his guitar and 

throws part of it into the crowd. Fighting others in the audienceが D;┗ｷS HWﾏﾏｷﾐｪゲげ 

character takes ownership of the guitar neck. In the moment of struggle the desire 

for possession is everything, but immediately thereafter the fragment of the 

instrument is emptied of meaning and value and he tosses it away. Even when he 

has custody over the object of his desire, HWﾏﾏｷﾐｪゲげ character remains unfulfilled. 

In his art and in his rhetorical utterances, Townshend recognizes this state of affairs. 

He knows that desire cannot be satisfied, and so he seeks jouissance in the act itself, 

in the juvenile delight in smashing things up. The pure pleasure to be found in 

destroying objects was something he did not deflect attention away from. His 

actions, however, are never simply defined by him as unfocused moments of 

vandalism. In a theorized form these destructive inclinations are defined as an 

aggressive antipathetic creativity に an act of negation. 

Townshend gave value and meaning to his violent performances by aligning 

himself with Gustav Metzgerげゲ ｷSW;ゲ ﾗﾐ ;┌デﾗSWゲデヴ┌Iデｷ┗W ;ヴデく  The association was not 

cheaply made, nor was it presented without serious qualification. 

When I was at art college Gustav Metzger did a couple of lectures and he was  

my big hero. He comes to see us occasionally and rubs his hands and says, 

さHﾗ┘ ;ヴW ┞ﾗ┌ Tいざ He wanted us to go to his symposium and give lectures and 

perhaps play and smash all our equipment for lira. I got very deeply involved 
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in auto-destruction but I wasn't too impressed by the practical side of it. 

When it actually came to being done it was always presented so badly: 

people would half-wittedly smash something and it would always turn round 

so the people who were against it would always be more powerful than the 

people that were doing it. Someone would come up and say, "Well, WHY did 

you do it ?" and the thing about auto-destruction is that it has no purpose, no 

reason at all. There is no reason why you allow these things to happen, why 

you set things off to happen or why you build a building that will fall down.27   

The direction of travel and the theoretical borrowings were not all one way: from art 

theory to Pete Townshend. In 1965, another of the tutors who taught Townshend at 

Ealing College of Art and Design, Roy Ascott brought a copy of さMy Generationざ into 

his art class and left a lasting impression on one of his students, Brian Eno. David 

“ｴWヮヮ;ヴSが Eﾐﾗげゲ Hｷﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴが ┘ヴｷデWゲぎ さTｴｷゲ ┘;ゲ ヮﾗヮ ﾏ┌ゲｷI ┘ｷデｴ ｷデゲ ;ヴデ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ゲﾉｷヮ 

showing, as invigorating as it was emancipating. At a stroke, its three minutes of 

febrile, distinctly British musical energy convinced Eno that contemporary art and 

ﾏ┌ゲｷI Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾉWｪｷデｷﾏ;デWﾉ┞ Iﾗｴ;Hｷデくざ28  

Other guitarists paid homage to what Townshend was doing, like Eddie 

Phillips of the Creation, who used a violin bow to turn his guitar into a diesel engine, 

or Jimi Hendrix with his pyrotechnics, but none found the violent seam that 

Townshend mined with such splendid juvenile glee and insouciance, and only Bob 

Dylan as successfully transformed a musical instrument, here a harmonica and not a 

guitar, into something that could assault an audience. When Beck attacks his amp 

and smashes his guitar in Blow-Up it is in response to デｴW ｷﾐゲデヴ┌ﾏWﾐデげゲ 

malfunctioning, when Townshend rams his guitar into his speaker stack it is done in 
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order to create noise. Townshend is not executing an expedient or rational action, 

but is doing something that is insolent and provocative に he is creating a violent 

sonic dissonance that is produced as an attack on the listener. 

The chevrons, arrows, medals and targets, the graphic markers of the bandげゲ 

identification with Pop Art, which decorate their clothes, publicity materials and 

record sleeves, are ready-made, found objects, conversely their performances are 

sui generis and underwrite the claim that they make more than a reductive or playful 

contribution to the form. TｴW Wｴﾗ ;ヴW さvery loud, we use massive amplifiers, 

beyond all reason.ざ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐS デWﾉﾉゲ MWﾉﾉ┞が さYﾗ┌げ┗W ｪﾗデ デﾗ HW Sヴ;ゲデｷI ;ﾐS ┗ｷﾗﾉWﾐデ デﾗ 

reach the audience now. TｴW┞げ┗W HWWﾐ ｪWデデｷﾐｪ デﾗﾗ ﾏ┌Iｴ given to them.ざ29 It is within 

the realm of sound that The Who are at their most radical; not copyists but 

innovators. In the Melody Maker Townshend expounds on his ideas about sonic 

dissonaﾐIWぎ さWe play pop-art with standard group equipment. I get jet plane sounds, 

morse code signals, howling wind effects.ざ30 TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ゲﾏ;ゲｴｷﾐｪ ﾗa ｪ┌ｷデ;ヴゲが 

amplifiers and drums contends with the contradictions they face and contains the 

idea of desire for and the ready rejection of the commodity.  

In contemporary media, The Who are defined as restless, freewheeling and 

progressive, with Pop Art a ready-made alternative to their affiliation with Mod 

culture that was being dropped in their haste to exploit this latest fad. さWe think the 

Mod thing is S┞ｷﾐｪく WW Sﾗﾐげデ ヮﾉ;ﾐ デﾗ ｪﾗ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ┘ｷデｴ ｷデ.ざ31 TｴW H;ﾐSげゲ dedication to 

immediacy, to the moment, to living in the present tense, produces an impatient 

pursuit of the new in the now. Townshend shows complete distain for all that The 

Who have achieved, and in particular for the others on the scene who are less fleet 

of foot in taking the initiative and less agile in grasping what sits before them. 
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Dismissing the pursuit of quality as a worthwhile goal in and of itself, Townshend 

told a January 1966 television audience that he was さmore interested in keeping 

moving. I think quality leads to being static.ざ32 His desire to live in the present is 

propelled by an amphetamine-fueled intensity. He demonstrates the appearance of 

someone who is witness to, and a participant in, an accelerating, exaggerated and 

unpredictable world: 

My personal motivation on stage is simple. It consists of a hate of every kind 

of pop music and a hate of everything our group has done. You are getting 

higher and higher but chopping away at your own legs. I prefer to be in this 

ヮﾗゲｷデｷﾗﾐく Iデげゲ ┗Wヴ┞ W┝Iｷデｷﾐｪく I Sﾗﾐげデ ゲWW ;ﾐ┞ I;ヴWWヴ ;ｴW;Sく Tｴ;デげゲ ┘ｴ┞ I ﾉｷﾆW ｷデ に 

it makes you feel young, feeding on insecurity. If you are insecure you are 

ゲWI┌ヴW ｷﾐ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ ｷﾐゲWI┌ヴｷデ┞く I ゲデｷﾉﾉ Sﾗﾐげデ ﾆﾐﾗ┘ ┘ｴ;デ Iげﾏ ｪﾗｷﾐｪ デﾗ So.33 

Through using the language of negation, The Who amplified a non-conformist 

aesthetic and pushed it beyond th;デ ┌ゲWS H┞ デｴWｷヴ ヴｷ┗;ﾉゲく WWげヴW さ; ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ ┘ｷデｴ H┌ｷﾉデ ｷﾐ 

ｴ;デWがざ ゲ;ｷS Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐSが SWaｷﾐｷﾐｪ The Who against the pop mainstream and their 

immediate competitors.34 Until the appearance of the Sex Pistols in 1976, The Who 

alone on the British scene spoke in these terms. 

Velvet Underground founder, John Cale recalls the formative effect The 

Wｴﾗげゲ ヴWIﾗヴSｷﾐｪゲ ふ;ﾉﾗﾐｪゲｷSW デｴW Kｷﾐﾆゲ ;ﾐS デｴW “ﾏ;ﾉﾉ F;ces) had on him and Lou 

‘WWSく  さThey were sniffing around in the same musical grounds that we were . . . 

their guitarists were using feedback on records. It made us feel . . . we were not 

alone.ざ35 Cale speaks of the Velvet Underground in remarkably similar terms to 

those held in 1965 by Townshendぎ さWe were in it for the exaltationがざ ゲ;┞ゲ C;ﾉWが さand 

could not be swayed from our course to do it exactly as we wanted . . . We hated 
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everybody and everything . . . We did not consider ourselves to be entertainers and 

would not relate to our audience the way pop groups like the Monkees were 

supposed to; we never smiled.ざ36 In the image that adorns the front of the My 

Generation album no one in The Who is smiling either. 

 Framed top and bottom by the stencil-ゲデ┞ﾉW HﾉﾗIﾆ ヮヴｷﾐデ ﾗa デｴW H;ﾐSげゲ ﾐ;ﾏW 

;ﾐS デｴW ;ﾉH┌ﾏげゲ デｷデﾉWが ;ﾐS ｴWﾏﾏWS ｷﾐ ﾗn the left side by oil drums, the band look up 

and into the camera that is being held high above their heads. Draped over his 

shoulders, John Entwistle wears the now iconic Union Jack jacket; Townshend sports 

a striped college scarf; Moon has on white Lee denim jeans and jacket with 

contrasting red t-ゲｴｷヴデが ┘ｴｷIｴ IﾗヴヴWゲヮﾗﾐSゲ デﾗ さTHE WHOざ printed in the same shade 

of red. Daltrey is dressed in a pale blue Lee jacket that in turn is matched to the color 

ﾗa デｴW さMY GENE‘ATIONざ type, which runs across the bottom of the sleeve. The 

contrasting and corresponding use of color stands out against the otherwise 

ﾏﾗﾐﾗIｴヴﾗﾏ;デｷI WﾉWﾏWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ｷﾏ;ｪWく TｴW ┗ｷW┘Wヴげゲ ｪ;┣W ﾉﾗﾗヮゲ aヴﾗﾏ ﾗﾐW H;ﾐS 

member to the next, each linked, yet separate, and equal in stature. Their faces are 

HﾉW;IｴWS ┘ｴｷデW H┞ デｴW ヮｴﾗデﾗｪヴ;ヮｴWヴげゲ ﾉｷｪｴデゲが デｴW ヮヴﾗIWゲゲｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾏ;ｪWが ﾗヴ aヴﾗﾏ 

ヴWaﾉWIデｷﾐｪ デｴW IﾗﾉSﾐWゲゲ ﾗa ; ┘ｷﾐデWヴげゲ S;┞く TｴW H;ﾐS ｷゲ SヴWゲゲWS ;ﾐS ヮﾗゲWS ｷﾐ ; I;ゲ┌;ﾉ 

manner, but they are also Mod sharp, with clean lines, drainpipe tight trousers and 

black pointed boots. The four oil drums and the gray concrete pavement suggest an 

industrial, urban environment that The Who appear comfortable within, even as 

their posture and clothes suggest cool consumption rather than fevered 

productivity. The labor-leisure continuum is subliminally reinforced by the denim 

worn by Daltrey and Moon that still evoke American work wear, even as the light 

tone of the fabric contradicts any residue of pure functionality that might remain. 
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 Given the high-velocity publicity and image making that helped solidify their 

alignment with Pop Art, the cover image of My Generation is rather mute and 

undemonstrative. Unlike the black and white poster designed for their Tuesday night 

residency at the Marquee club, which announIWS さM;┝ｷﾏ┌ﾏ ‘わBざ and profiled 

Townshend with arm raised poised to descend on to his guitar, the band on the 

album sleeve are posed, fixed into place, inactive. Their iconoclastic détournement of 

the symbols of Empire and Nation に the flags into jackets and the medal festooned 

デﾗヮゲき ﾗヴ Mﾗﾗﾐげゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗヮヴｷ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Pﾗヮ Aヴデ ﾗn his t-shirts - ‘AF ヴﾗ┌ﾐSWﾉゲが さPOW,ざ さEﾉ┗ｷゲ 

Lives,ざ さGヴW;デ B;ﾉﾉゲ ﾗa FｷヴWがざ さWWげヴW UくNくCくLくEくざ and even reproductions of a Bridget 

Riley-esque op-art ﾏﾗデｷa ;ﾐS LｷIｴデWﾐゲデWｷﾐげゲ ヱΓヶヴ さPｷゲデﾗﾉざ に all, except the Union Jack 

jacket, are absent.  

The session for the album sleeve was shot on Surrey Docks, south east 

LﾗﾐSﾗﾐが ｷﾐ Nﾗ┗WﾏHWヴ ヱΓヶヵが H┞ DWII; ‘WIﾗヴSゲげ ｷﾐ-house photographer David 

Wedgbury. He also provided the March 1965 images of the band in front of London 

ﾉ;ﾐSﾏ;ヴﾆゲが ﾗﾐW ﾗa ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ ┌ゲWS aﾗヴ デｴW ;ﾉH┌ﾏげゲ U“ ヴWﾉW;ゲWが ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴゲ ｷﾐ aヴﾗﾐデ ﾗa 

double decker buses and vast advertising hoardings, many used on European EP 

sleeves. These portraits all correspond more directly with TownゲｴWﾐSげゲ Pﾗヮ Aヴデ 

rhetoric than the My Generation ゲﾉWW┗Wく A ﾏﾗﾐデｴ ;aデWヴ デｴW ;ﾉH┌ﾏげゲ ヴWﾉW;ゲWが ｷﾐ ;ﾐ 

interview in Discが デｴW H;ﾐS SWIﾉ;ヴWゲ デｴ;デ さ┘Wげﾉﾉ ﾃ┌ﾏヮ ﾗ┌デ ﾗa げヶヵ ﾉｷﾆW ┘W ﾃ┌ﾏヮWS ﾗ┌デ ﾗa 

the Mod scene to the Pop Art scene . . . We intend dropping Pop Art right away . . . 

WWげヴW ゲｷIﾆ ﾗa ｷデ.ざ37 

Townshend is astute enough to know that, like Mod, Pop Art is not built to 

endure. Obsolescence is a given in his concept of the band, his rhetorical stance 

presents this at face value, eagerly admitting to their novelty, suggestive not only of 
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evanescence but also movement. Redundancy and succession are pre-scripted and 

WデIｴWS ｷﾐデﾗ ｴｷゲ SWIﾉ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲぎ さIげﾏ ｷﾏヮﾗヴデ;ﾐデ ﾐﾗ┘ Iげﾏ ┞ﾗ┌ﾐｪが H┌デ I ┘ﾗﾐげデ HW ┘ｴWﾐ Iげﾏ 

over 21,ざ as he was paraphrased in an article in the Melody Makerが ﾗヴ さI hope I die 

before I get old く く くざ ;ゲ D;ﾉデヴW┞ ゲｷﾐｪゲ ｷﾐ さM┞ GWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ.ざ38 By March 1966 

Townshend has done with this phase of the band, or at least with Pop Art as the 

ﾏW;ﾐゲ デﾗ W┝ヮﾉ;ｷﾐ デｴｷﾐｪゲぎ さIt has no relevance to The Who except we used its ideas, 

although the way The Who used to talk about Pop Art was Pﾗヮ Aヴデぎ けAre you Pop 

Aヴデいげ けYes we are Pop Artげくざ39 

 The My Generation album was seven months in the making with sessions 

held in April and October. During their initial visits to the studio the band recorded 

the staples of their live set, including three James Brown covers (さPlease, Please, 

Please,ざ さI Dﾗﾐげデ MｷﾐSざ and さShout and Shimmyざ) two songs first recorded by 

M;ヴデｴ; ;ﾐS デｴW V;ﾐSWﾉﾉ;げゲ  - さ(Love Is Like a) Heatwaveざ and さMotoringざ - alongside 

ESSｷW Hﾗﾉﾉ;ﾐSげゲ さLeaving Here,ざ Garnet Mｷﾏﾏゲげ さAnytime You Want Me,ざ Derek 

Martinげゲ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Oデｷゲ Bﾉ;Iﾆ┘Wﾉﾉげゲ さDaddy Rolling Stone,ざ ;ﾐS Bﾗ DｷSSﾉW┞げゲ さIげﾏ A 

Man.ざ Original Townshend songs were limited to さOut in the Streetざ and さAnyway 

Anyhow Anywhere.ざ Acetates were made that held nine of these recordings, but a 

proper release was put on hold when negative critical reaction toward the paucity of 

original material was taken on board. At the October sessions, new compositions 

included さTｴW GﾗﾗSげゲ GﾗﾐWがざ さLa-La-La Lies,ざ さMy Generation,ざ さMuch Too Much,ざ 

さThe Kids Are Alright,ざ さIデげゲ Nﾗデ Tヴ┌Wがざ さA Legal Matterざ and さThe Ox.ざ It was these 

eight tracks, accompanied by さIげﾏ A Man,ざ さPlease, Please, Pleaseざ and さI Dﾗﾐげデ 

Mind,ざ デｴ;デ ﾏ;SW ┌ヮ デｴW ヴWﾉW;ゲWS ;ﾉH┌ﾏげゲ track list. 
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 The mix of covers and originals suggest, like the sleeve image, that things 

were in transition. This is consistent with TownゲｴWﾐSげゲ desire for The Who to 

assume an urgency in putting behind him that which would pin the group down and 

hold them to account. Even as the album was released, he was expressing his 

displeasure for all that they had just achieved. Giving a track-by-track run through of 

the album in Disc, Townshend expresses his hate for what it has to offer - his own 

songs and the cover versions in equal measure.40 As with the guitars and amplifiers 

he trashed on stage, Townshend was practicing a form of autodestruction. He 

dismisses and belittles what The Who has achieved, if only to build up expectations 

of what was to follow.   

The songs on the album documented Mod lifestyle に さThe Kids Are Alright,ざ 

さMy Generation,ざ さOut in the Street.ざ Targeted staid conformity に さIデげゲ A LWｪ;ﾉ 

Matter,ざ さIデげゲ Nﾗデ Tヴ┌W,ざ and mused on love turned sour に さTｴW GﾗﾗSげゲ GﾗﾐWがざ さLa-

La-La Liesざ and さMuch Too Much.ざ TｴW ｴｷゲデﾗヴ┞ ﾗa デｴW ;ﾉH┌ﾏげゲ ｪWヴﾏｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏｷｪｴデ 

suggest that the original compositions represents the now against the yesterday of 

Bo Diddley and James Brown covers, documenting their movement from Mod 

purveyors of さMaximum R&Bざ to Pop Art expressions of love for (and disaffection 

with) the modern. But My Generation also expresses, albeit in an inchoate and 

nascent manner, the contradictory position that in good part would define The Who 

over the next 50 years. On this album the band begin their critique of commodity 

culture, while simultaneously struggling with the paradox of their own 

commodification as pop stars. It is a struggle that will eventually ensure they 

become active rather than passive ;ｪWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏｷ┝ ﾗa Pﾗヮ Aヴデげゲ デｴｷヴS ヮｴ;ゲWく 
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Like others in Britain who were invested in pop culture, The Who understood 

the modern to be American in orientation if not in actual fact. From their 

perspective, the United States, with its commercial arts and commodities, 

represented the future that promised a maximized intensity strong enough to 

overwhelm the senses に coke after coke after coke-a-cola. Repeated images of 

pinups dominate the iconography ｷﾐ M;ヴｷﾗ Aﾏ;┞;げゲ Pop as Art: A Survey of the New 

Super Realism. Published in 1965, it was the first of many books on Pop Art aimed at 

a general readership. The reproduced art works are fixed, congealed and mired in 

Aﾉﾉﾗ┘;┞げゲ ヮｴ;ゲW ヲく  “Wﾏｷ-clothed, recumbent and open mouthed, the female fantasy 

figures are aligned with consumer goods, most emphatically phallic objects - cars 

and soda bottles.41 While simultaneously distancing the aesthete from accusations of 

vulgar contamination, Pop Art gives consumerism a context and a platform in which 

pleasure without guilt can be taken in commodities.  

In publicity photographs shot throughout 1965, The Who positioned 

themselves alongside commercial imagery that echoed the iconography found in 

Aﾏ;┞;げゲ Hﾗﾗﾆく They posed in front of giant advertising billboards depicting a woman 

in a white feathered hat, a bureaucrat in a bowler, a striptease dancer in a poster for 

the sexploitation film Primitive London, and a giant eye, which had a glass of gin for 

its iris. Aゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴWｷヴ ┗Wヴゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa さB;デﾏ;ﾐ,ざ juxtaposing The Who with commercial 

imagery places them in the moment and aids in the generation of a check list audit 

of Hamilデﾗﾐげゲ Pﾗヮ Aヴデ Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷIゲく Elsewhere, however, in their act, with their 

singles and the My Generation LP, the Pop Art exercised by the Who is neither static 

or mere mimicry. The Pop Art practiced in these spaces is full of noisy, brash, angry, 
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anarchic, violent sentiments, and it is deeply disaffected with the inherited state of 

things.  

In its surly and bolshie articulation of hostility, the album strikes a marked 

Iﾗﾐデヴ;ゲデ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW さIﾗﾗﾉざ images of a processed, fabricated, man-made world that 

appear ｷﾐ Aﾏ;┞;げゲ book. There is one exception, however, デｴW Hﾗﾗﾆげゲ ヴWヮヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ 

ﾗa PWデWヴ Bﾉ;ﾆWげゲ ヱΓヶヴっヵ ヮﾗヴデヴ;ｷデ ﾗa Bﾗ DｷSSﾉW┞く Rendered with conked hair, bow-tie, 

familiar tartan jacket and guitar erect, Blake sexualizes Diddley by painting electric 

blue lines around his inner thighs. It is the only image of a non-white character in all 

of the 51 Pop Art works Amay reproduces. In contrast, The Who acknowledge pop 

ﾏ┌ゲｷIげs racial dimension and their debt to black American stars.  

By 1965 pop music, or at least records that innovated and spoke to the 

moment, were urban, black and female (at least in orientation and address if not in 

the peraﾗヴﾏWヴげゲ ｪWﾐSWヴ ;ﾐS ヴ;IWぶ ;ﾐS ｷs exemplifｷWS H┞ DWデヴﾗｷデげゲ Mﾗデﾗ┘ﾐ ヴWIﾗヴSゲく 

This side of the popular arts was not being represented by fine artists practicing Pop 

Art. In an essay, as much about the paucity of racial representations in American Pop 

Art as it is about a 1966 painting by James Rosenquest, Big Bo, art historian Melissa 

MWSﾐｷIﾗ┗ ;ヴｪ┌Wゲ デｴWヴW さare so few Pop paintings with black subjects in part 

because, beyond music, white artists did not understand how to represent the black 

experience of consumer culture in this period.ざ42 In 1965 commercial pop music was 

American and black, James Brown, Motowﾐ ;ﾐS “デ;┝が ;ﾐS ┘ｴWﾐ ヮﾗヮ ┘;ゲﾐげデ 

American and black it was aping that sound.43 In a 2011 interview with Jon Savage, 

Townshend explains how this music was refracted through The Who: 

the mods particularly liked Tamla Motown because it was urban. It was city-

based, community based . . . you could almost sense that the records were 
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made in a street. . . It was such beautiful, well executed, well processed 

writing, recording, fabulous artists. It was an extraordinary phenomenon. But 

we also loved Howlin' Wolf, Buddy Guy, who did that rebel yell thing as well . 

. . But The Who were never a blues band, in a strict sense.44 

In their appropriation of black pop music, The Who act out the play of racial mimicry 

endemic to British bands of the era. This process of love and theft, however, is done 

with a self-consciousness that is absent in the Rolling Stones, the Yardbirds, or the 

Animals.  

Even as their Pop Art sensibility found its summation in their first single 

released in 1966が さ“┌Hゲデｷデ┌デWがざ The Who were by then rejecting the tag they had so 

recently embraced. Wｷデｴ さ“┌Hゲデｷデ┌デWがざ Townshend turns the platitudes, flatteries 

and shibboleths of commercial culture inside out and shows his unbounded distain 

for the prefabricated. Class mobility, sexual attractiveness, commodity fetishes, 

authenticating emotions, eternal youth, all those things that help sell the promise of 

personal transformation through consumption, are revealed to be insincere, vacuous 

;ﾐS ヮｴﾗﾐ┞ぎ さsubstitute me for himがざ Daltrey singゲが さsubstitute your lies for fact.ざ It is 

also a space where racial identｷデ┞ ｷゲ ﾐﾗ ﾉWゲゲ ﾗa ;ﾐ ｷﾉﾉ┌ゲｷﾗﾐぎ さI look all white but my dad 

┘;ゲ Hﾉ;Iﾆ く く くざ The admission of miscegenation に sexual and cultural - was too much 

in North America and South Africa, and the band removed that line and replaced it 

for these markets ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ;ゲｷﾐｷﾐW さI try going forward but my feet walk back.ざ The 

45 was released in the States on Atco, a subsidiary of Atlantic records, the 

preeminent rhythm and blues label of the era; a contradiction that should not be too 

quickly glossed over. 
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Band biographer, Herman contrasts the Rolling StoﾐWゲげ デ;ﾆW ﾗﾐ Iﾗﾐゲ┌ﾏWヴ 

ゲﾗIｷWデ┞が さSaデｷゲa;Iデｷﾗﾐがざ ┘ｷデｴ TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ さM┞ GWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ.ざ The former, he argues, is 

;Hﾗ┌デ ;ﾐ ｷﾐSｷ┗ｷS┌;ﾉげゲ ┌ﾐヴWゲﾗﾉ┗WS aヴ┌ゲデヴ;tion with incompleteness, unalleviated by 

acts of consumption despite the proﾏｷゲWゲ ﾏ;SWが ┘ｴWヴW;ゲ デｴW ﾉ;デデWヴ さencapsulates . . 

. the entire Mod experience に the individual anger and frustration . . . misplaced 

nonchalance . . . and collective violence.ざ AﾐSが ┌ﾐﾉｷﾆW さ“;デｷゲa;Iデｷﾗﾐざ ｷデ さexpresses no 

awareness of the deeper implications of its stance.ざ45 What was inchoate on the My 

Generation album に a stutter - HWI;ﾏW ┘ｷデｴ さ“┌Hゲデｷデ┌デWざ ;ヴデｷI┌ﾉ;デW ;ﾐS aﾗI┌ゲWS に さI 

was born with a ヮﾉ;ゲデｷI ゲヮﾗﾗﾐ ｷﾐ ﾏ┞ ﾏﾗ┌デｴく く くざ 

On the elements that influenced the Townshend composition, guitarist and 

Who fan, John Perry writes, さlistening to Substitute when it came out, one never 

デｴﾗ┌ｪｴデが けOｴが Mﾗデﾗ┘ﾐぁ,げ but traces of its influence are all over the record に the 

tambourine, pushed right up front in the mix and the bass line in the verse.ざ46 It is 

デｴWヴW デﾗﾗ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲﾗﾐｪげゲ デｷデﾉW デｴ;デ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐS ｪﾉW;ﾐWS aヴﾗﾏ “ﾏﾗﾆW┞ ‘ﾗHｷﾐゲﾗﾐげゲ 

さTヴ;Iﾆゲ ﾗa M┞ TW;ヴゲ,ざ which he was listening to obsessively when he wrote the song. 

Perry also hears Jamie J;ﾏWヴゲﾗﾐげゲ H;ゲゲ ﾉｷﾐW aヴﾗﾏ デｴW Fﾗ┌ヴ Tﾗヮゲげ さI C;ﾐげデ HWﾉヮ M┞ゲWﾉaざ 

WIｴﾗWS ｷﾐ Eﾐデ┘ｷゲデﾉWげゲ ヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪく47 Without these correspondences with black American 

music, Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐSげゲ Iヴｷデｷケ┌W ﾗa IﾗﾏﾏWヴIW ｷﾐ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;ﾐS IﾗﾏﾏﾗSｷデｷWゲ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW little 

more than an act of  bluster, his debt to Motown, complicates things. 

And it was complicated not just by race, but by class, gender and sexuality 

too. Historian of British pop culture, Michael Bracewell writes that the question, 

さ┘ｴﾗ ;ﾏ Iい,ざ which features so strongly in English pop w;ゲが デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ MﾗSが さboth a 

reaction against adolescent (even teenage) conformity, and a belief that pop could 

be a spiritual quest through the boredom and hostility of modern English life in 
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search of self-knowledge. This was fundamental to the no-nonsense polemic of The 

Who, whose earliest period delivered pop punches to the kidneys as well as 

combining a bisexual mixture of extreme violence and extreme sensitivity に the bad 

boy so worn out with conformism of the tribe that he turns on his peers as well as 

his teachers and parents.ざ48  

The identification and celebration of ambiguity in TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ｷSWﾐデｷデ┞, which 

Bracewell shares with critic Jon Savage, helps explain for these writers the continued 

validity of TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ヱΓヶヰげゲ recordings.49 Sexual and gender dissembling is mirrored, 

magnified even, by TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ cooption of black pop culture on which their act was 

based に the feminine side echoed in their covers of tunWゲ ゲ┌ﾐｪ H┞ Mﾗデﾗ┘ﾐげゲ ｪｷヴﾉ 

groups, which were coupled with the male strut and machismo of their James Brown 

imitations. 

 In the face of a staid conformity, TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ class, sexual, gender and racial 

aspects are animated and, in their mastery of sonic dissonance, they are also 

amplified. On September 9th 1966, TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ;ヮヮW;ヴ;ﾐIW ;デ デｴW PｷWヴ P;┗ｷﾉｷﾗﾐが 

Felixstowe, was filmed by French television. The recorded songs are compressed into 

a montage of clips that conclude ┘ｷデｴ さM┞ GWﾐWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ,ざ featuring a long feedback 

fueled instrumental coda. The end sequence focuses on Townshend, with brief 

cutaways to Daltrey and to Moon who add to the maelstrom. The noise is ferocious, 

but given shape by Entwistleげゲ throbbing bass line and Moon pounding on the one 

floor tom-tom left standing. Townshend places his back against his two amps and 

speakers, with arms outstretched he uses his whole body to modulate the feedback. 

He flays the guitar, slashing out Diddley-esque runs before turning his back to the 

audience and spearing one of the cabinets - ﾃ;HHｷﾐｪ デｴW ｪ┌ｷデ;ヴげゲ ｴW;S ｷﾐデﾗ デｴe 
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speakers. Facing front, he machineguns the camera, he retreats once more into the 

backline ;ﾐS デｴWﾐ ヴ;ﾏゲ デｴW ｪ┌ｷデ;ヴげゲ HﾗS┞ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW stack. The relentless feedback 

takes direction and a dynamic as he frames the sound through manipulating the 

stiletto sharp lines of electronic noise, which lace around and through the rumble 

and clatter. The performance is thrilling; answering the questions he raised about 

the powerlessness of the autodestructive artist in the face of public indifference. The 

Who produce an immersive, inescapable spectacle and sensation - an attraction that 

excludes any alternative or substitute. Unlike the practitioners of autodestructive 

art, who Townshend criticized for being too easily repudiated, The Who in this public 

space cannot be denied.  

 Popular music scholars Simon Frith and Howard Horne suggest that 

Tﾗ┘ﾐゲｴWﾐS ゲ;┘ ｴｷゲ さﾏ┌ゲｷI;ﾉ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲ ｷﾐ デWヴﾏゲ ﾗa ヮWヴaﾗrmance art, which meant 

seeing TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ゲデ;ｪW ;Iデ ｷデゲWﾉa ;ゲ デｴW ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ;ヴデｷゲデｷI IヴW;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS W┝ヮﾉﾗヴｷﾐｪ 

the constraints on this に the dynamic relationship between star and audience, the 

WaaWIデゲ ﾗa Iｴ;ﾐIW ;ﾐS ;IIｷSWﾐデが デｴW ゲｴｷaデｷﾐｪ HﾗヴSWヴゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ ﾏ┌ゲｷI ;ﾐS ﾐﾗｷゲWくざ50 

Reports of TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ヱΓヶヵ デﾗ┌ヴ ﾗa “I;ﾐSｷﾐ;┗ｷ; ┌ﾐSWヴゲIﾗヴW デｴW ゲWヴｷﾗ┌ゲ ｷﾐデWﾐデ ﾗa デｴW 

band to do something other than simply entertain their audience.  

It became a commonplace in Denmark to describe their ﾏ┌ゲｷI ;ゲ さヮｷｪデヴ;;Sがざ 

さlike having barbed-wire pulled through your ears.ざ51 One Scandinavian reviewer 

describes tｴW ゲﾗ┌ﾐS ﾏ;SW H┞ デｴW H;ﾐS ;ゲ ; さﾏ;ゲゲ;IヴW,ざ but out of this turbulence 

TｴW Wｴﾗ さcreate ゲﾗ┌ﾐSゲ ┘Wげ┗W ﾐW┗Wヴ ｴW;ヴS HWaﾗヴW,ざ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ ;ﾐ さWゲデ;HﾉｷゲｴWS ﾏ┌ゲｷI 

ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWざ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ┘ｴｷIｴ デｴW┞ Iｴ;ﾐﾐWﾉ さtheir complex ideas into practice with an 

astonishing artistic straightforwardness that touches people. . . The act, exciting and 

passionate, is performed without losing control over the performance as a whole.ざ 
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The reviewer concludes with the thought that the show could only be bettered if the 

guitars and the building they were playing in would go up in smoke さbacked by the 

shout of joy from the audience. Indeed に The Who is anarchy!ざ52 

In this view from Denmark, The Who appear to be dancing on the ruins of 

civilization, enacting an echo of F. T. M;ヴｷﾐWデデｷげゲ F┌デ┌ヴｷゲデ ゲ┌ﾏﾏﾗﾐゲ デﾗ さデ;ﾆW ┌ヮ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ 

ヮｷIﾆ;┝Wゲが ┞ﾗ┌ヴ ;┝Wゲ ;ﾐS ｴ;ﾏﾏWヴゲ ;ﾐS ┘ヴWIﾆが ┘ヴWIﾆ デｴW ┗WﾐWヴ;HﾉW IｷデｷWゲが ヮｷデｷﾉWゲゲﾉ┞くざ53 

In Lipstick Traces, Greil Marcus provides enough examples of rock げnげ roll as a 

さnegation of social factsざ to support the Danish ヴW┗ｷW┘Wヴげゲ ｷﾏ;ｪｷnative response to 

The Who. Rock げnげ roll at its most radical and subversive opens up for Marcus 

さケ┌Wゲデｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗa ｷSWﾐデｷデ┞が ﾃ┌ゲデｷIWが ヴWヮヴWゲゲｷﾗﾐが ┘ｷﾉﾉが ;ﾐS SWゲｷヴWがざ before it too becomes a 

social fact.54 I would suggest this is also true for The Who. 

The Pop Art identity The Who had fashioned throughout 1965 had gone by 

early 1966, at least in the publicity they stoked, but its influence was still at work in 

the run of 45s they released over the next two years に さIげﾏ ; Bﾗ┞,ざ さH;ヮヮ┞ J;Iﾆ,ざ 

さPictures of Lily,ざ ;ﾐS さI C;ﾐ “WW aﾗヴ MｷﾉWゲざ に and it is readily present on the two 

albums they recorded prior to Tommy (1969) - A Quick One WｴｷﾉW HWげゲ A┘;┞ and The 

Who Sell Out, released in December 1966 and 1967 respectively. The latter in its 

cover imagery and with its fake radio commercials is assuredly Pop Art in effect and 

orientation. TｴW H;ﾐSげゲ earlier W┝ヮﾉﾗｷデ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa Pﾗヮ Aヴデげゲ デWﾐWデゲ ┘;s a public play for 

attention and as such was a closed circuit, but the sonic dissonance and explosive 

stage show was innovative and, in Allowayげゲ terms, expansive.  Ditching the 

rhetorical self-identification with Pop Art kept The Who in the now of the moment, 

leaving a bandwagon of さPop Artざ bands to follow in their trail.55 With their self-

identification with Pop Art dismissed as obsolete, the band was now free, as Frith 
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;ﾐS HﾗヴﾐW ﾗHゲWヴ┗Wが デﾗ ﾏ;ﾆW さヴWIﾗヴSゲ ;Hﾗ┌デ ﾏ;ゲゲ Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐが ;Hﾗ┌デ デｴW ﾏWSｷ; 

disruption of commonsense distinctions between the real and thW a;ﾉゲWくざ AﾐSが ﾗﾐ 

their third album, The Who Sell Outが さデﾗ Hﾗデｴ ｴWｷｪｴデWﾐ デｴW けヴW;ﾉｷゲﾏげ ﾗa ぷデｴWｷヴへ ﾏ┌ゲｷI 

;ﾐS Sヴ;┘ ;デデWﾐデｷﾗﾐ デﾗ ｷデゲ ゲヮ┌ヴｷﾗ┌ゲﾐWゲゲくざ56 

If Pop Art was just a mirror to commercial imagery, its refusal to acknowledge 

a world outside of Madison Avenue - a space where women exist in a non-objectified 

state, class difference has not been effaced, and people of color have a presence に 

the uniformity of the iconography ｷﾐ Aﾉﾉﾗ┘;┞げゲ ヮｴ;ゲW ヲ can be easily explained away. 

In the expansionist phase 3, Pop Art does more than critique, reflect and appropriate 

commodity culture. DｷゲI┌ゲゲｷﾐｪ W;ヴｴﾗﾉげゲ ゲWヴｷWゲ ﾗa Dｷゲ;ゲデWヴ ゲｷﾉﾆゲIヴWWﾐゲ に electric chair, 

falling suicide victim, car crashes and race riots に Thomas Crow writes, デｴW┞ ;ヴW さa 

stark, disabused, pessimistic vision of American life, produced from the knowing 

rearrangement of pulp materials by an artist who did not opt for the easier paths of 

ｷヴﾗﾐ┞ ﾗヴ IﾗﾐSWゲIWﾐゲｷﾗﾐく TｴWヴW ┘;ゲ ; デｴヴW;デ ｷﾐ デｴｷゲ ;ヴデ デﾗ IヴW;デW デﾗ デヴ┌W さヮﾗヮざ ;ヴデ ｷﾐ 

the most positive sense of that term に a pulp-derived, bleakly monochromatic vision 

that held to a tradition of truth-telling all but buried in American commercial 

culture.ざ57 With a stance that was London-IWﾐデヴｷI ;ﾐS IヴW;デWS aヴﾗﾏ さゲデ;ﾐS;ヴS ｪヴﾗ┌ヮ 

equipment,ざ rather than from American pulp materials, The Who in 1965-67, like 

Warhol in 1963, pursued an authenticity that refused an easy turn to irony, a blasé 

rejection of the blandishments of tradition, or the empty fetishization of a depthless 

commodity culture. 

Through the acts of mimesis and self-invention, expressed in their aural 

assault on an inherited status quo, The Who, I argue, unsettle and make more 

complex our understanding of Pop Art and the 1960s pop scene. Delinquent 
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mischief-makers and radical aesthetes, The Who returned to an ossified Pop Art an 

element of surprise, creating art that was impudent, insolent, aggressive, 

disconcerting and violent in its intent. Coming to terms with TｴW Wｴﾗげゲ ｷﾐデWヴ┗Wﾐデｷﾗﾐゲ 

into Pop Art means putting the focus not just on the end product, but also on the 

process of art making, where high and low cultural forms are in flux rather than 

fixed. Pop music exists in the present, and it is this fact that claims our attention. 

Fine art objects only infer this immediacy, The Who in 1965-67 lived it.  

 

けThe simple things yo┌ ゲWW ;ヴW ;ﾉﾉ IﾗﾏヮﾉｷI;デWS く く くげ 

けSubstituteげ the Who (1966) 
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